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Abstract: - The paper describes the results of a functional-geometric study of the necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for the existence of a differential realization in the terms of the tensor product of real Hilbert spaces.  
There are considered continuous infinite-dimensional dynamical system in the class of controlled bilinear non-
stationary ordinary differential equations of the second order (including quasi-linear hyperbolic models) in a 
separable Hilbert space. Therefore the topological and metric conditions for the continuity of the RayleighRitz 
operator with the calculation of the fundamental group of its image are analytically substantiated. The results of 
paper give incentives for generalizations in the qualitative theory of nonlinear structural identification of higher 
order multi-linear differential models. 
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1  Introduction 
 
Since the qualitative theory of differential realization 
studies the problems of the existence of analytical 
representation for a properly defined continuous dy-
namical system [1], the present article could have 
the title: How to determine whether bilinear differ-
ential “black box” equation exists. Therefore, from 
a methodological point of view, bilinear differential 
realization can be considered as an important step 
towards constructing a general theory of mathemati-
cal modeling of complex dynamic systems within 
the context of the theory of identification of evolu-

tionary equations [2] at the junction of functional 
analysis [3, 4] and the theory of differential equa-
tions in infinite-dimensional spaces [5]. Moreover, 
in the system-theoretical analysis of the continuous 
weakly structured systems, up to a certain moment, 
the qualitative results of finite-dimensional realiza-
tion theory are “mechanically” transferred to the in-
finite-dimensional case without particular complica-
tions. This applies to both stationary and non- sta-
tionary differential models of the first order (para-
bolic equations and systems of diffusion type) in 
uniformly convex Banach spaces [6] and separable 
Hilbert spaces [7, 8]. 
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Significant analytical difficulties can be faced 
when moving to constructing a differential realiza-
tion with a dynamic order higher than the first [9]. 
This includes the non-nominal consideration of the 
structure of hyperbolic models [10], the representa-
tions of which cannot dispense with taking into ac-
count the nonlinearity of their dynamics, in particu-
lar, the bilinear structure of the implementation 
model [11, 12], which is the focus of attention in this 
article. At the same time, we show that, throwing the 
analytical bridge between projective geometry and 
the differential realization of simulated infinite- di-
mensional dynamic processes, the structure of pro-
jectivization of the non-linear functional Rayleigh 

Ritz operator [7, 8] and the functional-geometric 
analysis of its continuity conditions can be conven-
iently formulated in a language of compact topologi-
cal varieties of tensor products of Hilbert spaces in 
terms of the Whitehead CW -complexes [13].This 
kind of qualitative theory has not yet been fully cre-
ated and most recently its base did not exist. Over 
the past decade and a half, the situation has changed 
significantly [612], and it can be assumed that now 
this base exists (see works [14], [15] where the main 
studies in this area are summarized). 

 
 

2  Problem Formulation 
 

Further on, ),,(
X

X   ),.,(
Y

Y  ).,(
Z

Z  are real separa-

ble Hilbert spaces (that is, norms satisfy “the condi-
tion of parallelogram” [16, p. 47]); with that, below 
we use [3, p. 176] the linear isometry (preserving 
the norm) XYE :  of the spaces Y and X . As 
usual, )'','( BBL  is the Banach space (with operator 

norm) of all linear continuous operators for the Ba-

nach spaces 'B  and ''B , ),( 2 XXL  is the space of 
all continuous bilinear mappings from the Cartesian 

square XX  (with product topology) into the space 

X  (similar to ),( 2 ZXL ). 

Let T  denote the segment of the number scale R  
with the Lebesgue measure  , and μ   denote the 

 -algebra of all  -measurable subsets out of T , the 

notation of QS
μmod

  for μ , QS  means 0)\(μ QS . 

Additionally, we assume that ),(1 XTAC  is the set 

of all functions XT :φ , the first derivative of 
which is absolutely continuous function (with re-
spect to measure  ) on the interval T . 

If below )(  ,B  is some Banach space, then let 

),1[),,(L pTp B  denote the Banach space of all 

classes of  -equivalence of all Bochner-integrable 

[4] mappings BTf :  with norm ,))τ(μ)τ(( /1 pp

T

df  

respectively, let ),(L BT  denote the Banach space 

of data of classes with norm fTsupess . In this 

context, we agree that 
 )),(,(L)),L(,(L)),L(,(L: 2222 XYLTXXTXXTL

 
 )),(,(L)),(,(L 2

2
2

2 XXTXXT LL
 

,)),(,(L)),(,(L)),(,(L 2
2

2
2

2
2 XXTXXTXXT LLL   

 ),(),(),(:* XYLXXLXXLL
 

).,(),(),(),(),( 22222 XXXXXXXXXX LLLLL   

Further, we believe that, on the time interval T , 
the behavior [1,6, 15] of the studied behavioral sys-
tem in the form of a nonlinear – and not limited in 
power – bundle N  of controlled nonlinear dynamic 
processes (controlled trajectory curves) of the “in-
putoutput” type is recorded (possibly a posteriori), 
i.e. formally: 

},),(L),,(:),{( 2
1 YTuXTACxuxN 

 
,expCard 0N
 

where ),( ux  is the pair “trajectory, program con-

trol”, 0  is the alef-zero, 0exp  is the continuum; 

the term “nonlinear bundle” means that for the tra-
jectory curves of this bundle the presence of the su-
perposition principle is not assumed a priori [17, p. 

18], when the dependence of the output quantities 
)(x  on the input actions )(u  is linear. 
Next, let the statement function for the second de-

rivative (in the implementation model) of the tra-
jectory )(txt  of the form below be given as the 
inertial-mass characteristic of the simulated system: 

)),(,(Lˆ XXLTA  , 

;0)},(0)(ˆ:{μ  XXLtATt  
taking into account further constructions, we assume 
that the violation of the condition 

0}0)(ˆKer:{μ  XtATt  
is permissible. 

Let us consider the problem:1 for the pair )ˆ,( AN  
defined, determine the necessary and sufficient con-
ditions expressed in terms of a nonlinear bundle of 

N  dynamic processes and the statement function 

                                                           
1 One of the founders of the realization theory, R.E. Kalman, 
stating that in the general theory of systems the realization prob-
lem plays a central role [17, p. 267], formulated the following 
approach [17, p. 286]: to consider the realization problem as an 
attempt to guess the equations of motion of a dynamic system 
by the behavior of its input and output signals or as building a 
physical model that explains the experimental data. 
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 3

Â , for the existence of an ordered set of eight 
statement functions  

,),,,,,,,( 25432101 LDDDDD BAA  

for which a bilinear differential realization (BDR) of 
the following form is feasible: 

 xAdtdxAdtxdA 01
22 //ˆ  

 )/,/()/,(),( 321 dtdxdtdxdtdxxxxuB DDD    (1) 

;),()/),(()),(( 54 NuxdtdxuExuE  DD  

equality in (1) is considered as identity in ),(L1 XT . 
If the simulated operators of the BDR-system (1) 
are supposed to be searched for in the class of sta-
tionary operators, then we will construct them in the 
class of continuous operators, and write 

*
5432101 ),,,,,,,( LDDDDD BAA . 

In connection with the indicated mathematical 
formulation, we note that each area of mathematics, 
as a rule, contains its major problems, which are so 
difficult that their complete solution is not even ex-
pected, but they stimulate a constant work flow and 
serve as milestones on the way to progress in this 
area. In the qualitative theory of differential realiza-
tion of dynamic systems, such a problem is that of 
classifying continuous infinite-dimensional behav-
ioristic systems, considered as if they exactly coin-
cided with the solutions of idealized differential 
models. In the most strong form, it suggests the clas-
sification of such systems within the accuracy of the 
corresponding class of differential realization mod-
els, in particular, the class of non-stationary BDR-
models (1), which are substantiated below by Theo-
rems 1, 2 (and their corollaries) that allow in the 
aforementioned classification to significantly ap-
proach the ideal combination of functional transpar-
ency and geometric visibility. 

 
 

3  The Existence of the BDR- Model 
 
We now describe the analytic scheme on the solva-
bility of the BDR-problem (1). So, let XXZ :  
be an updated tensor product [4, p. 64] of Hilbert 

spaces X  and X  with cross-norm 
Z
 , defined by 

the internal product. Moreover, we accept the fol-
lowing notation: 

,: ZZZZZYXXU 
 

;)(:),,,,,( 2/122222222

ZZZZZYXXU
  

 )),(,(L)),(,(L)),(,(L: 2222 XYLTXXLTXXLTL  

 )),(,(L)),(,(L)),(,(L 222 XZLTXZLTXZLT
 

));,(,(L)),(,(L 22 XZLTXZLT 
 

it is clear that functional space 2L  (with the topol-
ogy of the product) is linearly homeomorphic to the 
Banach space )),(,(L2 XULT . 

Let   denote the universal bilinear mapping 
XXXX :π ; 

in the language of categories, morphism   defines 
the tensor product as a universally repelling object 
[16, p. 40]. The universality of the bilinear mapping 
  also consists in the following relations being sat-
isfied: 

,:π XXXX   

,xx)x,π(x)x,(x 212121 
 

;xxxx 2121 XXZ
  

these relations are important for determining the 
construction of the functional RayleighRitz opera-

tor (2) in terms of specification of the norm 
U
 . 

We further believe that the Cartesian square 

XXX 2
 is endowed with the norm 

2/122
)(

XX
 . 

In this formulation, ),(π 2 ZXL  holds. Moreover, 
taking into account Theorems 2 [3, p. 245] for any 

bilinear mapping ),( 2 XXLD , there exists a linear 

continuous operator ),(D XZL , such that π.DD  

is feasible. In addition, for any pair Nux ),(  the 
following inclusions will be performed: 

),,(L)/,/(π),/,(π),,(π ZTdtdxdtdxdtdxxxx   

.),(L))/),((π),),((π 2 ZTdtdxuExuE   
These formulations are summarized below by the 

following statement. 
Lemma 1. For any set of statement functions 

25432101 ),,,,,,,( LDDDDD BAA  
and mapping 

 ),(L),(L),(L: 222 YTXTXTF
 

),,(L),(L 1

5

1

2
2 XTXT

i
i 



 

:),,,,,,,(),,,,,,,( 8765432187654321 yyyyyyyyFyyyyyyyy   

857463524132011 yyyyyyByAyA DDDDD  ,
 

there exists a unique tuple of statement functions 

287654321 ),,,,,,,( LDDDDDDDD  
and, accordingly, a unique linear mapping 

),,(L),(L: 12 XTUTM   
having an analytical representation written as 

:),,,,,,,(),,,,,,,( 8765432187654321 zzzzzzzzMzzzzzzzz   

,8877665544332211 zDzDzDzDzDzDzDzD 
 

such that the following functional equality is satis-
fied: 

),,,,,,,(),,,,,,,( 8765432187654321 yyyyyyyyFyyyyyyyy   
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,))(π),(π),(π),(π),(π,,,( 87654321 yyyyyyyyM  
which, in turn, induces the following operator equa-
tions for statement functions from the constructions 
of mappings F and M : 

,,, 32011 DBDADA   

,π,π,π 635241  DDD  DDD  

π,π 8574  DD  DD . 
The Lemma 2 generalizes Corollary 1 [6]. 
Lemma 2. Let μ , QS , then QS

μmod
  if the 

following equalities hold: 
,}0))(~),(̂),(),(),(),(),(),((:{: UtututhtstqtvtwtgTtS   

,)~,̂,,,,,,(,/},0)(:{: NVuuhsqvwgdtdggXtgTtQ    

,)/,/(π),/,(π),,(π,,,/{(Span: dtdxdtdxdtdxxxxuxdtdxVN   

.}),(:),(L))/),((π),),((π 2 NuxUTdtdxuExuE   

Further, let ),(L RT  be the convex cone [4, p. 
127] of the classes of  -equivalence of all real non-

negative functions  -measurable on T , and L  is 

such a quasi-ordering in ),(L RT  that ''' L   in 

case if )('ξ')(ξ' tt    is almost everywhere on the 

interval T . Moreover, for a given ),,(L RTW   

by WLsup  we denote the smallest upper face for 

W if this face exists in the cone ),(L RT  in the 

quasi-ordering structure L . In particular, the fol-
lowing occurs: 

.|)'''|'''(2:'''}'','{sup 1
L    

In this formulation, we consider a functional lat-
tice with orthocomplement [4, p. 339]: 

}supξ:),(L{ξ:)( LL WRTW  R . 

Then )),(( LWR  is the lattice with lower χ  

),(L RT  and upper WLsup ),(L RT  bounda-

ries; here χ  is the “null-function” of the convex 

cone ),(L RT . Moreover, from Theorems 17 [3, p. 
68] and Corollary 1 [3, p. 69] it is easy to extract a 
more general statement; below Linf  is the largest 

lower L -face. 
Lemma 3. The functional lattice )(WR is com-

plete, i.e. we can perform inclusions 
)(sup,inf LL WVV R  )(WV R . 

Let ),(L: RTVN   be the RayleighRitz func-
tional operator [7, 8]: 










;0)φ(if,0

;0)φ(if,)φ(/)()(ˆ
:)()φ(

UtR

UtttgtA
tt UX


   (2) 

where NVuuhsqvwg  )~,ˆ,,,,,,(:φ . 

It is clear that the following equality occurs: 

:))(~),(̂),(),(),(),(),(),((
U

tututhtstqtvtwtg  

 2

Z

222
)()()()(( tqtvtwtg

YXX
 

.))(~)(ˆ)()( 2/122

Z

22

ZZZ
tututhts   

By virtue of Lemma 2, in the time interval T  the 
following equality holds: 

X
gA ˆsupp)φ(supp

μmod
 ; 

In the definition of the supp -structure of the func-
tion support, we follow [3, p. 137] (that is, the supp -
structure of the function support is determined 
within the accuracy of a set of measure zero; not to 

be confused with the supp -support from [18]). 

Nonlinear operator (2) satisfies very simple (but 
important) relations 

;φ{0},\:),φ()φ(χ *
L NVRRrr     (3) 

in the designations below we will distinguish the im-
age of the point )φ(  and the image of the set }]φ[{ . 

The theory of the RayleighRitz operator needs 
a precise functional-geometric language that makes 
us pay special attention to this language. So before 
we go any further, let us introduce additional termi-
nology. Namely, in view of (3), the operator   in-
duces the mapping 

),(L: RTPP N  , 

which will be called the projectivization of the 
RayleighRitz operator, and defined as 

,)γ(γ,]γ[:)γ( NN VPP   

where NP  is the real projective space associated with 

linear variety NV  (with topology induced from space 

));,(L2 UT , i.e. NP  is a set of orbits of the multipli-

cative group *R , acting on }0{\NV . In this geomet-

ric interpretation, the key moment is topological 
properties of space 0dim, NN PP , of course, in 

the first place (within the context of Theorem 2), its 
compacted-ness. Specifically, if 3dim NV , then the 

compact 2-manifold NP  is arranged as the Möbius 

loop, to which a circle is glued along its border [13, 
p. 162]. As a side note, we can state that on NP  one 

can introduce the structure of the CW -complex, 
which, in turn, simplifies the consideration of the 
issue of geometric implementation (Theorem 9.7 [13, 
p. 149]) of the manifold NP . 

Theorem 1. Each of the following three condi-
tions results in the other two: 

(i) BDR-problem (1) is solvable with respect to 
statement functions 

25432101 ),,,,,,,( LDDDDD BAA ; 
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(i) ;φθ)φ(:),(Lθ L2 NVRT   

(iii) ).,(L][sup:][sup 2LL RTPPPP NN   

At the same time, to perform the inclusion 
*

5432101 ),,,,,,,( LDDDDD BAA  

it is necessary to 
),(L])[( RTPP N R . 

Remark 1. Theorem 1 can be seen as an initial 
step in the study of the problem, when the bundle of 
controllable trajectory curves N , induced from the 
implicit differential equation of the higher order, is 

required to compare the explicit unsteady bilinear 
differential system of the second order that contains 
the same bundle of trajectory curves N . 

Proof. We will use the ideas of work [14]. Adher-
ing to Definition 1 [14], we will introduce into con-
sideration the structure of 2M -operator 

),(L),(L: 12 XTUTM   
of the form 

:),,,,,,,( 287654321 L DDDDDDDD
 

:)~,̂,,,,,,( uuhsqvwgM
 

uDuDhDsDqDvDwDgD ~ˆ 87654321 
 

.),(L)~,ˆ,,,,,,( 2 UTuuhsqvwg   
The rest of the proof details with minor clarifi-

cations (taking into account Lemma 1, Lemma 2 and 
Lemma 3 for the lattice ])[( NPPR ) is included 

into an analytical diagram of the 2M - continuability 

in the form of Corollary 2 and Theorem 3 [14]. At 
this, the necessary condition for the 

*
5432101 ),,,,,,,( LDDDDD BAA  

is set up by modifying the proof of Theorem 3 [7].■ 
Remark 2. Even in case of 0Card1  N , 

0expCard NP  occurs; but one can show that 

there exists (Theorem 17, [3, p. 68]) a countable set 

NPG  such that if in ),(L RT  lies ][supL NPP , 

then the function ][sup:ζ L NPP  is executed by 

the following sup -structure: 

.}γ:)()γ({sup)ζ( GRtPtt   
Remark 3. Relying on Theorem 1, it is not dif-

ficult to formulate an analogue of Theorem 3 [12], 
expressing in terms of angular distance (in the Hil-
bert space) the geometric conditions of the existence 
of the bilinear system (1), implementing dynamic 
bundles 21, NN , each of which has its BDR-model, 
and specifically in the formulation of work [7], when 
simulated operators of the differential system (1) are 
stationary, i.e. 

*
5432101 ),,,,,,,( LDDDDD BAA , 

among other things, with the optimal operator norm. 
The following particular case is also important in 

specific discussions: 
Corollary 1. If 0dim NV , ),(L][ 2 RTVN   

and there is a ),1[ p , at which  

),φ()φ()φφ( 21L21  pp  

,)φ,φ( 21 NN VV   

then the BDR-problem (1) is solvable. 
Note, that at 1p , this property (in the context 

of quasi-ordering of L ) is akin to the property of 
"sublinearity" [18. p. 400] of functional operators. 

 
 

4  The Continuity Property 
    of the RayleighRitz Operator 

 

In the case of compactness of the projective mani-
fold NP  ( 0dim NP  is of equal value) it is natural to 

try linking this geometric property to the problem of 
constructing the lattice ])[( NPPR  within the con-

text of the RayleighRitz operator projectivization 
continuity conditions; below in Theorem 2, when 
selecting metric structure in the cone ),(L RT , we 
resorted to Theorem 15, 16 [3, pp. 65, 67]; in this 
formulation, the convex cone ),(L RT  forms a com-
plete separable metric space. 

Theorem 2. Let 0dim NP  and the convex 

cone ),(L RT  be endowed with a topology induced 

by convergence in measure  , or, equivalently, by 

the invariant metric 
,),(L),(L:),(ρ RRTRTT    

.τ)(μ|))τ()τ(|1(|)τ()τ(|:),(ρ 1
212121 dffffff

T

T
 . 

Then the operator  
),(L: RTPP N   

will be continuous if the dynamic bundle N is such 
that the following takes place: 

,φsupp:{0}\φ
μmod
TV

UN            (4) 

in particular, if  
.)γ(supp:γ

μmod
TPPN            (5) 

It should be noted that Theorem 2 is the devel-
opment of Theorem 3, which confirms its methodo-
logical importance in mathematical (a posteriori) 
modeling of complex dynamic systems. The first 
application of this result is the following statement. 

Corollary2. If, when performing (4) or (5), the 
operator P  is one-to-one, then P  is homeo-
morphism, and the fundamental group of metric 
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space )ρ],[( TNPP  is isomorphic to the additive group 

of whole numbers Z  at 2Spandim N , and the 

group of deductions 2Z , at 3Spandim N . More-

over, space )ρ],[( TNPP  is orientable if the di-

mensionality of the linear shell NSpan  is even, 
and is non-orientable if this dimensionality is odd. 

Proof. The homeomorphism of the operator P  
follows from Theorem 3.1.13 [19, p. 199]. This al-
lows one to calculate (by virtue of Theorem 2.3 
[13, p. 47] and proof of the Theorem 12.1 [13, p. 
174] the fundamental group of space )ρ],[( TNPP ; 

as homeomorphic spaces are the spaces of the same 
homotopic type. ■ 

Corollary 3. The ultimate projectivization 
),(L: RTPP N   

is continuous if for the arbitrary function {0}\φ NV  

and any }0)φ(:{:φ UtTtTt   there is a number 

0δφ, t  such that 0))δ,δ((μ φφ,φ,  Ttt tt . At the same 

time, ][][ FfPP N  , where RF  ]1,0[  is the Cantor 

set, ),(L: RTFf   is some continuous mapping. 

Proof. We will establish the fact of 0)(μ φ T  

(which is equivalent to (4)). To do this, we will se-
lect the number 0δ t  to each moment φTt  so that 

0))δ,δt((μ φ  Tt tt . 

Next, we'll find such rational numbers ,,  tt rr  

that )δ,(),,δ( tttt ttrttr   , and let ),(:  ttt rrI . 

Then the family of intervals 
φ

}{ TttI   covers the set 

φT , and since each interval of tI  is open with ra-

tional end points, the family 
φ

}{ TttI   contains a cer-

tain countable subfamily of 1,2,}{ iti
I , which is also 

the cover of the set φT . 

Since for any index ,2,1i  the inclusion of 

),δ,δ(
iii titit ttI   is made, then, evidently, the 

equality 0)(μ φ TI
it

 occurs, and it means that the 

chain of -relations is fair: 

  )(μ))((μ)(μ φ1,2,1,2,φφ ii titi ITITT   

0)(μ0)(μ φφ

1,2,

 


TIT
i

it



. 

Since the compact manifold NP  is locally arranged 

as a finite-dimensional Euclidean space, the equali-
ty of ][][ FfPP N   can be determined with Theo-

rem 4.11 [13, p. 77] and Theorem 9.7 [13, p. 97]. ■ 
Taking into account that the continuous real func-

tion in the compact space reaches its greatest and 

lowest values, we come to the conclusion that in 
the formulation of Corollary 3 and Theorem 3.1.10 
[19, p. 199], for the case when 0dim1  NP  and with 

][supL NPP , there will be such points NP'γ',γ'  

that the following is fulfilled: 
  }γ:)χ),γ((ρ{sup)χ),γ'((ρ NTT PPP  

,)(μ)χ],[(supρ L TPP NT    

 ])[sup),'γ'((ρ L NT PPP  

0}γ:])[sup),γ((ρ{inf L  NNT PPPP . 

It should be noted that the inclusion of  )γ'(P  

),(L2 RT  does not guarantee an embedding 

),(L)][( 2 RTPP N R . 

At the same time, it should be noted that the condi-
tion 0dim NP  leads to an important proposition 

 ][][supL NN PPPP  

 4222

X

22 /(//ˆ
XYXX

xuxdtdxdtxdA  

.)/)()(// 2/12222422

XXXXXXX
dtdxuExuEdtdxdtdxx   (6) 

Within the context of Theorem 1, 2, one can 
clarify the conditions of the existence of the lattice 

])[( NPPR . As a starting point, we introduce an 

auxiliary topological construction, namely, for the 
natural n  let nW  denote some finite -1n -dense [19, 

p. 395] subset in metric space )ρ],[( TNPP .The 

subset nW  is found in the virtue of Theorem 2 and 

Theorem 4.3.27 [19, p. 408]. Below, }ξ{Limρ n
T

 

means the limit of sequence ),(L}ξ{ RTn   in the 

topology induced by the metric Tρ . 
Corollary 4. Let 

][}ζ,,ζ{,}{ 1,1, Nkinii PPWW
i

  , 

,ζζξ,ξξ: 11 ikinnf    .1 ni  

Then the cone ),(L RT  contains the lattice ])[( NPPR  

if and only if ),(0),(ρ  mnff mnT , besides, 

the BDR-solvability takes the following form: the 

pair )ˆ,( AN  has a differential realization (1) then 

and only then, when ),(L}{Lim 2ρ RTfn
T

 , which is 

equivalent to ),(L])[( 2 RTPP N R . 

In concluding, here are the examples illustrating 
(in some essential ways) the possible analytical ap-

proach in the functional analysis of the pair )ˆ,( AN , 
leading to the use of Theorems 1, 2. 

Example 1. Let 
}suppsupp:),(L),(L),{(:),(L

μmod
gfRTRTgfRT   ; 
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),(L RT  is not a linear space, but it contains them 
(including infinite-dimensional ones). 

Let us take a look at the functional operator 
),(L),(L:ψ RTRT    

with construction of the form: 

)()(:))(,(ψ -1 tgtftgf   at 0)( tg , 

0:))(,(ψ tgf  for 0)( tg ; 
With Lemma 2 in mind, this structure is induced by 
the operator (2). 

Next, let us introduce the sequence )},({ nn gf  

),(L RT , for which the following holds true: 

,0),(ρ mnT ff  ),(0),(ρ  mngg mnT . 

Moreover, taking into account the completeness of 
the metric space )ρ),,((L TRT , we will require that 

),(L}){Lim},{(Lim ρρ RTgf nn
TT

 ; 

for convenience, let us denote 
}{Lim:},{Lim: ρρ nn ggff

TT
 . 

In this formulation, for convergence 
)(0)),(ψ),,(ψ(ρ  ngfgf nnT  

it is enough to 
,0}:)supp(supp{μlim  nggn   (7) 

where   is the symmetric difference of ngsupp  and 

gsupp , i.e. )supp\(supp)supp\(supp nn gggg  . 

Although condition (7) is interesting and useful 
[20], unfortunately, it is not necessary2, which indi-
cates that there is a certain "excess" of conditions 
(4), (5) of Theorem 2. Within this context, there is 
an open issue of constructing a characteristic condi-
tion for the pair )},,({( nn gf )),( gf  that defines the 

Tρ -convergency of the following form: 

)(0)),(ψ),,(ψ(ρ  ngfgf nnT . 

Example 2. Let ,:],10,0[ XYT   Â  is the 
identical operator (homothetic transformation with 
coefficient 1 [18, p. 87]), ,Xe  1|||| Xe  and 

),,(01 XXLA   

),,(0 2
5431 XXL DDDD

 
,)sin()( etttxt   ),(L0)( 2 XTtut  . 

                                                           
2The condition (7) becomes necessary to perform the conver-
gence  

)(0)),(ψ),,(ψ(ρ  ngfgf nnT
, 

 if to overload the sequence }{ nf  by the additional proposi-

tion: there is such 0δ   for which δ)( tf n
for any n  and 

μ  of almost all gt supp  (see Remark 2 [20]). 

Then (see Fig. 1)3 the function 
 )(sup: L NPPf  

2/122222 )||/||||||||(||||/||  XXXX dtdxxxdtxd ; 

does not belong to the space ),(L2 RT ), therefore, 
according to Theorem 1 and formula (6), realiza-
tion (1) for the uncontrolled process ))(,)(( tutxt  
does not exist. 
 

 
Fig. 1.  22 )sincos2()( ttttf  

1222 ))cos(sin)sin()sin((  ttttttt  

Example 3. Let us change (see Fig. 2) the 
formulation of Example 2 by the fact that 

.)cos2sin2sin()( 212 ettttttut    
Then, obviously, we have 

 )(sup: L NPPf  

  2/1222222 )||||||/||||||||(||||/|| YXXXX udtdxxxdtxd ),(L2 RT , 
and, according to Theorem 1, differential realization 
(1) for the controlled dynamic process ))(,)(( tutxt  

exists; it is easy to establish that the realization has 
the form of: 

),/,(22/ 2
22 dtdxxuxdtxd D  

,,2 eXD  

X ,  is the scalar product in X . 
 

 
Fig. 2.  222 )sin(()sincos2()( ttttttf  

1221222 ))cos2sin2sin()cos(sin)sin(   tttttttttt  

                                                           
3The symbolic calculations of the function )(2 f can be carried 
out (by computer algebra) using a special software environ-
ment [21], adapted to automate the problem-solving of analyti-
cal mechanics. 
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Example 4. Let us assume that )},{( uxN   and 

)),(,(Lˆ,ˆ
21 XXLTAA   are set on the interval 

1][0,T , and also for )ˆ,ˆ,( 21 AAN  there will be 

such ),(Lθ,θ,θ,θ 4321 RT  that 

),(θ/)(),(θ)( 21 ttdttdxttttxt
XX
   

),(θ)( 3 tttut
Y
  

),(θ/)()(ˆ
4

22
1 ttdttxdtAt

X
  

),(θ/)()(ˆ
4

22
2 tdttxdtAt

X
  

with that, there are real numbers 0,  , for which 

 δ})(θ)(θ)(θ:{μ 321 tttTt  

.0ε})(θ:{μ 4  tTt  
Then it is not difficult to establish (by virtue of 

Theorem 1, as well as by functional relations (6)), 
that the problem of BDR-model is solvable for the 

pair )ˆ,( 1AN  and is not solvable for the pair )ˆ,( 2AN . 
 
 

5  Conclusion 
 
A qualitative theory of non-linear non-stationary 
differential realization, considered in the spirit of the 
infinite-dimensional proposition of the reverse prob-
lems of mathematical physics, is more complicated, 
interesting, deeper in the applications and is very 
important for understanding the basic properties of 
the differential models themselves. Its geometric 
structures can serve as the starting points for the 
modern development of the general (axiomatic) the-
ory of systems (in keeping with Chapter III [22]), 
simultaneously creating a reputation for these struc-
tures as a useful mathematical tool in the precision 
a posteriori modeling of complex dynamic models. 

Since in many practically important objectives of 
realizing the differential representation of the simu-
lated dynamic processes it is necessary to take into 
account the nonlinear relationship both from the tra-
jectory itself and the speed of motion on it, and from 
program control, then the main attention was fo-
cused on the study of the realization model, which 

depends on five non-stationary bilinear structures. 
Moreover, one of them is set on the trajectory itself, 
the second bilinear operator depends on the trajec-
tory and the speed of motion on it, the third bilinear 
operator depends only on the speed of motion along 
this trajectory, and the other two take these variables 
into account in connection with the program control-
ling influencing them. 

On the other hand, the goal of the article was also, 

without going into numerous clarifying details and 

avoiding the morass of mathematical generalizations, 

to advance in studying the qualitative geometric 
properties of a non-stationary second-order BDR-
model as far as possible without involving a complex 

topological-algebraic technique. 
Even now it is possible to quite confidently in-

dicate system-theoretical direction, which will form 
the basis of the next stage in the development of a 
qualitative theory of the implementation of higher 
orders, namely, transition from the bilinear structure 
of non-linear bonds to the multi-linear structure. 
Methodologically, this transition lies in the plane of 
use of the language of tensor structures of Fock 
spaces [4, p. 68] and projective ideas [13, 16]. This 
language in this statement of nonlinear precision 
differential modeling of the dynamics of controlled 
infinite-dimensional continuous behavioristic sys-
tems should be given credit. On the one hand, it is 

compact and relatively flexible, and on the other 
hand, it is in its analytical constructions that the 

geometrical intuition is developed during the analy-
sis of infinite-dimensional vector fields, which is one 
of the main driving forces for further synthetic de-
velopment of the general theory of nonlinear differ-
ential realization. Such qualitative investigations 
suggest a deep penetration into the physical content 
of the subject [1], guided by the idea that the sub-
ject of non-stationary multilinear differential reali-
zation comes from the apodictic simplicity of some 
higher kind, at least if you adhere to Popper's point 
of view4.  
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